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Happy Thanksgiving!

There is always, always, always something to be thankful for. All of us at Avidia Bank wish you a
wonderful Thanksgiving holiday surrounded by family and friends. Please keep the men and women of
the armed forces who are far from home in your thoughts.
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Bill Pay or People Pay?

Bill Pay and People Pay are convenient payment options that are available through our Internet
Banking and Avidia Mobile app. Bill Pay and People Pay save you money from having to purchase
stamps, saves you time from having to write out checks and increases the security of your account
information.

Bill Pay

Bill Pay is great for paying your credit cards, mortgage, utilities, etc. with recurring payments and
scheduled payments. Businesses you pay will receive either a paper check or an electronic payment
sent to an account which is set up with the bill payment service. Of course, you can also pay
individuals. Individuals paid through Bill Pay will receive a paper check only. 

People Pay

The primary use for People Pay is just that…to pay an individual. Once you initiate a payment through
People Pay, the payee receives a text message or an email (your choice). The payee then chooses
where to deposit the funds and they are transferred electronically.

 

To activate People Pay or Bill Pay for Avidia Mobile, you will need to enroll in these services through
your Internet Banking account.

Happy Paying! 
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Paying Down Debt
Which loans should you pay down first?

Is there a right or wrong way to pay down your debt? The answer is not cut and dry; it depends on
your financial and personal goals and objectives. There are two main theories about the order of which
to pay off loans, and even more advice about those plans. 

 

Pay down the loan with
the highest interest rate
first

 

The first school of thought is
to pay off debts by interest
rate from highest to lowest.
The theory behind this is
that it will save you the most
money in the long run. This
plan does make sense, as
debt with high interest is
costing you more money
over time. The problem with
this strategy is this: You may
physically have more
traction over our finances,
but you won’t feel like you
do. Full disclosure — if your
highest interest loan is also
your largest debt, it will take
a while to pay it off. You will
not feel like you’re making
any progress; thus it may
make it difficult to stay focused on paying off debt without the satisfaction of knowing a debt is paid in
full.

Pay down smaller debts first

 

If you’re into immediate gratification, this is the plan for you. 

 

“You can clear up a lot of smaller monthly payments and quickly apply those to the extra money you
are paying off on your debt snowball,” explained money management expert Miriam Caldwell of the
Money in Your 20s website.

 

The downside here is that you could lose important tax benefits of having big loans paid down and
you could end up paying a lot more interest in the end (see above) by putting high interest loans last







in your order of importance. 

 

Take a balanced approach

 

Knock out a few of your small loans in a few months and then work on larger interest debt before
going back to paying on small loans again. Another way to balance out your methodology is to pay
smaller loans off more quickly if the interest rates are generally within a percentage point or two,
because that will give you more power to pay off the larger loans. 

 

“You may want to put the loans that save you on your taxes at the end of your debt payment plan.
This would be your student loan, home equity loan or second mortgage,” added Caldwell. “These
debts may also have lower interest rates. This lets you continue to[ ]deduct the interest from your
taxes each year.” Obviously do not hold onto debt simply for tax purposes, she included. 

 

Stick to the plan

 

Eventually, minimum payments may start to go down on debts like credit cards. Tempting as it may be
to use the extra money that you once had to put toward loan payments on frivolous personal items,
resist the urge. Use that extra money as an additional payment on your loans, using the same plan
you started with initially to designate importance. This will help cut your debt down even more.
However, Caldwell inserted that you don’t have to stick to the exact same plan forever. 

 

“As the terms of your loans change or your current situation changes, you can make adjustments to
the order of your debt payment plan,” Caldwell said. “But you do need to keep paying extra each
month.”

 

It may be hard to stay motivated, but there are ways to successfully pay off your debt. Create a chart
where you can visually track your progress, or celebrate milestones along the way of your
debt-repayment journey. Keep in mind that with a solid plan, debt will not last forever. 
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Online Banking: How to Avoid Being Hacked
Helpful ways to minimize getting hacked

Online banking is convenient, efficient and simplifies your finance management immensely. No more
statements and papers — everything is on your computer or mobile device, right at your fingertips.

However, that comes with a major caveat, especially when it comes to using online banking for small
businesses. 

 

“Small mom-and-pop shops do not understand that banking online comes with serious risks,” says
Brian Krebs, a cyber-security expert and blogger. Small business accounts are not always protected
against cyber hacking. In fact, even large corporations, like Target, Neiman Marcus and Michaels,
have all been the subject of hacking.  

 

The good news is that you can protect yourself, and your assets. To reduce your odds of being
hacked, follow these steps:

 

Create complex
passwords 

There’s a reason most
websites call for
case-sensitive passwords or
ones with numbers or
symbols. Making a strong
password decreases the
chance that a hacker can
easily figure it out and log
into your account. The
problem is, most people are
still using easy-to-guess
passwords. In an analysis
done of 32 million
passwords by Imperva, an
Internet and data security
company, it was found that
the top 10 passwords are as
follows: 123456, 12345,
123456789, Password,
iloveyou, princess, rockyou,
1234567, 12345678 and
abc123. These make it easy
for hackers to get into your
account, so it’s important to avoid using these or any similar variations. 

 







Use unique, long passwords for every account — and change them often 

Steer clear of making the same password for numerous online accounts. 

 

“Hackers are hoping that people use the same password across multiple sites,” says Roy Nutter,
computer science and electrical engineering professor at West Virginia University. “Don’t make it easy
for them.” And when making your different passwords, keep in mind the length of them, too. “The
longer the password, the better,” Nutter advises. “I recommend at least a 12-character password —
more than the 8-character general rule — because it is less vulnerable.” In addition, it’s important to
change passwords frequently, which will increase security. 

 

Log out of accounts, especially in public 

How many times have you shut your laptop without closing out of the tabs you have open? This is
especially concerning when using public Wi-Fi, say at a hotel or coffee shop. 

 

“People generally don't bother to check out the security characteristics of public networks before
logging on, plus wireless transmissions can be intercepted by nearby Bluetooth-type devices,” says
Richard Barrington, a spokesman for MoneyRates.com. That includes public libraries, too. "The PCs
[at libraries] are subject to viruses and spyware that you have no control over,” explains Robert
Sicillano, a consultant for McAfee and expert on identity theft. Be sure to log out of all accounts
thoroughly after using public (or regular) Wi-Fi. 

Don’t get personal with social media 

In other words, avoid over sharing on accounts like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and
others. 

 

“The way social media accounts are accessed also leaves users vulnerable,” explains Larry Bridwell,
global security strategist at Sticky Password. “When updating your status or posting a picture to
Instagram, users may have to access an open Wi-Fi network. However, they may find themselves
falling prey to hackers who utilize open Wi-Fi networks to gain access and information into accounts.” 

 

So what kinds of things shouldn’t you post? 

 

"Be careful sharing your pet's name, your children's names or the name of the high school you
attended, especially if you use this information as account passwords or answers to security
questions," says Lisa Robinson, a senior vice president at Wells Fargo Internet Services Group.
“Never share your mother's maiden name, your Social Security number, your bank account numbers,
or your user names or passwords for any account.”

Utilize anti-virus and anti-spyware protection 

This kind of software helps detect and protect you from malicious software (malware) and computer
viruses. 

 

"[Common viruses like] trojans and worms can infect your computer and use keystrokes and other
tactics to get your bank credentials," says Sol Nasisi, chief economist at BestCashCow.com. In turn,
this software discourages hackers and helps your accounts stay safe. One tip: Set up your protection
software so that it automatically updates daily. That way, you don’t forget to do it when needed.

 

Stop by today or give us a call to find out what online banking options are available to our customers.
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What is Most Important to Homebuyers?
What the next-generation homebuyer is looking for in a home

If you’re looking to put your home up for sale, there are an array of things to do that can entice a
potential buyer. For starters, you can clear the clutter, clean the carpets and try to paint over your
kid’s fingerprints on the walls.

 

But besides making your home as picturesque as it can be, it’s important to understand what real
estate buyers are really looking for in the current day and age. Like homes change, so do
homebuyers, and now those of the Gen X and Gen Y population are taking the home-buying floor. It
turns out they have some pretty high standards, which differ greatly from what previous generations
sought in a home.

 

“It’s critical that real estate
professionals understand
what embodies a
quintessential home for the
Millennial generation, which
vastly differs from the
traditional norms of
generations before them,”
says Sherry Chris, president
and CEO of Better Homes
and Gardens Real Estate
LLC, which conducted a
survey on the essentials of
what current homebuyers
are seeking. According to
the results, a whopping 77
percent of next-generation
homeowners would prefer a
home that encompasses the
technological capabilities
they grew up with and have
become accustomed to
(smart phones, apps, etc.). 

 

“These survey findings allow our brand to continue to best serve the next generation of homebuyers
and find homes that can or do appeal to their lifestyles and unique spirit,” says Chris. “Understanding
technologies to communicate with this generation is now only one piece of the puzzle for agents;
‘smart’ technological capabilities must now be ingrained into the home itself.”

 

The survey results proved that technology was a huge part of what next-generation homebuyers crave
in their home. In fact, 56 percent said home technology capabilities topped “curb appeal” in terms of
importance in a home. What’s more, if a home didn’t live up to their advanced technology standards,
64 percent said they’d rather not live there. One of the most important technology components that







64 percent said they’d rather not live there. One of the most important technology components that
participants wanted was an energy-efficient washer and dryer (which 57 percent said they’d like this
commodity in a home), followed by a security system (46 percent) and a smart thermostat (44
percent).

 

Additionally, 77 percent of those surveyed said they’d rather purchase an “essential” home instead of
a large, luxurious abode. Forty-three percent even went so far as to say they’d rather the home be
less “cookie cutter” style and more customized to their level of practicality. For example, 1 in 5
Millennials surveyed stated they would more appropriately name their dining room a home office,
which is what they’d more commonly use the space for. Also, 43 percent would prefer to use their
living room as a home theater.

 

Technology in the home doesn’t end there for this present home-buying crowd. Fifty-nine percent
surveyed said they’d prefer more space in the kitchen for a TV (over a second stove), and if possible,
they’d like to have a form of entertainment in each room in the house. While kitchen renovations are
and have always been a main precedence , now Millennials say the most desirable part of the room
are tech updates. And, 41 percent of participants said they’d likely brag to a friend about a home
automation system over a newly redone kitchen.

 

The desire for a technologically-equipped home is not a shock among Millennials, but results that
didn’t include anything about technology included that 82 percent of participants said they’d rather
invest in a home that needed renovations if given the choice between that and relying on their parents’
money.

 

In addition, other commodities homebuyers wish for in their home include walk-in closets, home
offices and hardwood flooring. With that said, if your current home does come equipped with one or all
of these things on current buyers’ wish lists, it may be a good idea to emphasize them in your listing.
Also, given how important technology is to current homebuyers, before you list your new home, you
may benefit from transforming your home into a “smart home.” 

 

Not sure where to start? Your financial institution is the best place to help with all your real estate
needs. 
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Our Shrewsbury Office is Accepting Toy Donations

Our Shrewsbury Office is currently accepting donations of new, non-violent toys in support of
Shrewsbury Youth and Family Services and the Worcester County Department of Children and
Families. Donations will be accepted through December 12. Thanks in Advance for your support!
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Great Automobile Choices for Older Drivers
Comfort and versatility highlight these models

There are so many options on the road today it can be dizzying. As you get older, automotive needs
change and priorities shift, but you still want a vehicle that is safe and reliable and also offers the
comfort and versatility you need.

 

Here are three vehicles that are perfect for you as you get older.

 

Toyota Avalon - The 2014
Toyota Avalon starts at an
MSRP of $31,340 and is
available in traditional and
hybrid models. The standard
Avalon is powered by a
3.5-liter V6 that produces
268 hp and 248 lb/ft of
torque through a silky
smooth six-speed automatic
transmission. Standard
features include leather
upholstery with heated front
seats, a backup camera and
Smart Key system. Other
options as you climb the trim
levels include a moon roof, a
Navigation system and
safety features like Blind
Spot Monitoring, Rear Cross
Traffic Alert and HID
Quadrabeam headlights.
The Hybrid model is the
most fuel-efficient model and
can achieve up to 40 mpg
city and 39 mpg highway. 

 

"Its striking exterior is further bolstered by a premium interior befitting the finest Lexus sedan,” Kelley
Blue Book noted. “Taut driving dynamics, a smooth ride and a silent cabin are also mainstays of
Toyota's flagship, as are the cutting-edge yet user-friendly in-vehicle audio and navigation systems."

 

MAZDA5 - If you’re looking for the versatility and utility of a minivan, but don’t want the bulk and size
associated with most minivans, then you’ll want to check out the 2014 MAZDA5. With a starting
MSRP of $20,140, the MAZDA5 is cheaper than virtually all major competitors and was named a Best
Cars for the Money Winner by US News. With seating for up to six people and up to 97.7 cubic feet of
cargo space available behind the first row seats, you handle nearly any task from picking up
grandkids or a road trip with loads of luggage. 







grandkids or a road trip with loads of luggage. 

 

"Unlike many modern full-size people haulers, the compact Mazda5 lives up to its minivan billing with
compact dimensions, a versatile interior and nimble driving dynamics," Left Lane News said.

 

Subaru Outback - If you’re looking for a balance between minivan and sedan, the 2015 Outback is an
awesome choice. Starting at an MSRP of $24,895, the five-passenger wagon is available with two
engines, a 2.5-liter four-cylinder that can achieve up to 33 mpg highway or a 3.6-liter V6 that cranks
out up to 256 hp. A maximum cargo capacity of 73.3 cubic feet is also standard. There are plenty of
amenities that help the Outback stand out too including a power rear gate, seven-inch Harman
Kardon infotainment system and a Navigation system. Safety is always paramount on Subaru models,
and the Outback is no different with the EyeSight driver assist system available as an option and it
was even named a “2014 Top Safety Pick+” by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. 

 

"This car's charm is not hard to pinpoint. The Outback oozes appeal in the pragmatic transportation
sense, if not the car-folk sense,” Autoweek said. “With palpable refinements throughout, the 2015
makes a solid case as the ultimate automotive appliance."

 

There are plenty of other good options, but regardless of which model you choose, stop by and let us
help you with the financing.
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DIY Ways to Prep Your House for Winter
Do-it-yourself solutions for home repair come wintertime

As fall morphs into winter and temperatures increasingly drop, you may notice cooler weather inside
your home as well. One reason: Things like cracks in window panes, poorly insulated water heaters
and clogged air filters can mean your home is not acquiring its maximum energy efficiency.

 

You could hire a contractor or other worker to fix a hole in your window letting cold air in, or affix
insulation to your attic walls — but that can be a hassle, breaking your budget and butting into your
schedule. The good news is there are easy projects you can do yourself around your home to prepare
for winter — that will save you time and energy, won’t cost you an arm and a leg, and you can do it on
your own time, whenever you please.

 

Here are some common problems that occur in homes when winter arrives, and how you can fix them
— all by yourself.

 

Seal holes and gaps in
walls and windows

Gaps and cracks in your
foundation and walls can
cause chilly air, and
sometimes even rodents, to
sneak inside your home.

 

“It doesn’t take much to get
rid of that outdoor draft that
comes in,” says Jan Cregier,
owner of Interior
Expressions by Jan in
Bartlett, Ill., and a member of
the national board of the
Interior Design Society
(IDS). All you need to fill the
holes are some foam and
caulk, which can be found at
nearly every local hardware
store. Use an adhesive
foam around window and
door gaps and expanding
foam for sealing cracks and
pipes. Also try a paintable caulk, which comes off easily if you’re mistake prone (and it will last for
years to come).

 

Add insulation







Insulation’s job? To keep warm air inside and keep cold air out.

 

"It's amazing how even a small draft can make a room a lot colder, so if you can cut that bit of air out it
immediately makes a difference," says Claire Potter, an interior designer. Use rolls of foam insulation,
which are inexpensive yet still get the job done. Additionally, mineral wool, glass fiber and recycled
paper products work just as well to insulate your home. When installing insulation, remember to wear
protective face ware such as a mask or goggles and protective clothing. For installation tips, see
Energy Star’s suggestions at http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=diy.diy_index.

 

Give doors and windows an upgrade

The most energy efficient windows are double- and triple-pane. At your local store, look for
“low-emissivity” (low-E) window glass that’s been treated with an invisible metallic coating, which
saves energy and reflects heat.

 

“It’s kind of like putting sunglasses on your window,” says Anna Marie Mavrakis, president of Mavrakis
Construction and Cottage Draperies & Interiors in Canton, Ohio, and president of IDS. An even easier
option is covering the inside of your windowpanes with Frost King, a removable polyurethane film. All
you need is a hair dryer to shrink and pull the plastic tight to avoid wrinkling.

 

Fill cracks in flooring

As much as 10 percent of heat can be lost through floors if they’re not properly insulated, according to
the National Energy Foundation (NEF). The easiest fix is placing a decorative rug on the floor or
installing carpet, but if you’re set on your hardwoods, some filler will do to heal the cracks.

 

“Floorboards and skirting boards can contract, expand or move slightly with everyday use, so you
should use a filler that can tolerate movement,” the NEF recommends. Note: A silicone-based filler is
a good example of one that can tolerate movement.

 

Pay attention to air filters

A dirty or clogged air filter means that central air will have to work overtime to heat your home — and
that can be costly. It’s important to change your filters every one to three months, but especially when
it gets cooler outside. A great choice of filter is a pleated one, which may capture more dirt. You can
do this yourself in a matter of minutes, and filter replacements can be picked up at your local
hardware store.

 

All it takes are a few quick fixes and your home will be warm, cozy, and best of all, energy efficient
come the arrival of Old Man Winter.
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Be Green by Wasting Less Food
Tips for saving food and saving money

If you are searching for new ways to be environmentally friendly, you may have noticed that many
options, such as installing solar panels in your home, can require an initial expense that may be hard
to manage before the cost savings add up to offset the expense. There are ways to help save the
planet that don’t cost anything and can even create instant money savings, however, and learning how
to waste less food is one of the easiest and most rewarding.

 

According to Good Housekeeping magazine, it is estimated that people waste a third of the food they
purchase on a weekly basis. This is an obvious drain on your wallet, and nobody likes to waste
money, especially when it is continuously wasted for the same reason, week after week.

 

Not only is it unpleasant to
have mystery food items
rotting in your fridge, this
wasted food can also have a
negative impact on the
planet. Many people don’t
realize that by finding ways
to throw away less food,
they can actually help
reduce the greenhouse
gases that contribute to
global warning.

 

“When food is disposed in a
landfill it rots and becomes a
significant source of
methane - a potent
greenhouse gas with 21
times the global warming
potential of carbon dioxide,”
states the EPA.

 

If you want to stop spending
money on food you don’t use and help fight against climate change, the following tips are a great
place to start.

 

Make a meal plan 

When you make a meal plan, you are less likely to end up wasting food. Don’t worry, it doesn’t have to
be too elaborate or take much time at all. For example, if you plan to order pizza one night and know
that you typically have one day’s worth of leftovers from each meal, then you should only plan to cook
three dinners. This means that you don’t need to buy chicken, pork chops, hamburger and fish, unless







you plan to freeze one of those items.

 

Stick to your list

Once you’ve made a meal plan for your dinners and lunches (breakfast items typically don’t go bad as
quickly and don’t require as much planning) write a grocery list of items you will need. If you stick to
that list when shopping you will spend less time lingering in the aisles, which will help you ignore the
tempting impulse buy items that are craftily displayed to grab your attention when browsing.
Furthermore, sticking to your list will help you avoid purchasing more than your family can eat in a
week.  

 

Check your fridge’s condition 

Even if you don’t have too much food, it can still go bad if your fridge isn’t keeping it at the right
temperature.

 

“Check that the seals on your fridge are good and check the fridge temperature, too. Perishable food
should be stored at 37 degrees Fahrenheit for maximum freshness and longevity (keep your freezer at
0 degrees or just a little lower),” states Good Housekeeping.

 

Rotate pantry and fridge items

When you bring home new groceries to store in your pantry and fridge, bring the older items to the
front of your shelves first. This will help you remember to use up items that are closer to going bad,
before breaking into the new packages.

 

These tips are easy to incorporate into your life and can help you start saving money and the planet
today.
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5 Ways to Stick to an Exercise Routine
Motivation flagging? Use these tips to keep plugging away at your
fitness plan

How many times have you penned a workout plan — and then did not follow through with it? You’re
not alone. Even when you have the best intentions, motivation can ebb and flow every few days or
weeks, according to a study published in the Journal of Sport & Exercise Psychology.

 

But don’t fret; with a few little tricks, you can stick with it, and reap the health benefits that come with
it. 

 

"There's a notion that when you want to start a new fitness regimen it's all or nothing, but change is a
series of different stages with different ways to get you to each next stage," says Elizabeth R.
Lombardo, PhD, psychologist and author of “A Happy You: Your Ultimate Prescription for Happiness.”

Ready to get your
motivation back? It’s easy
with these tips:

 

Dress the part - Simply
putting on your workout gear
and lacing up your sneakers
can help enhance your
motivation to hit the gym.
According to a Northwestern
University study, when
participants wore a lab coat,
they were better at tasks that
required attention than they
were when donning regular
street clothes. What’s that
have to do with exercise? 

 

“It’s all about the symbolic
meaning that you associate
with a particular item of
clothing,” says researcher
Hajo Adam. “I think it would
make sense that when you wear athletic clothing, you become more active and more likely to go to the
gym and work out.” Even if you weren’t planning to work out, the right clothing may motivate you to
pick up the pace around the house or even take a walk around the block (in other words, it couldn’t
hurt). 

 







Keep it interesting - Doing the same fitness routine over and over again can become tedious — and
in turn, zap your motivation. So, instead of continuing to walk the treadmill or ride an exercise bike
every day, switch it up and make working out more enjoyable. For example, take a walk in the park
with the kids, a hike with your spouse, or check out drop-in exercise classes at gyms and malls. Many
tend to offer classes like Pilates, yoga, Zumba or strength training — classes that will keep your
workout appealing (and best of all, sometimes these drop-in classes won’t even cost you anything to
attend).

 

Be realistic with your goals - Saying that you will complete a two-hour workout at 6 a.m. each
morning followed by a yoga and Zumba class may not be very practical. Instead, focus on fulfilling
goals you can commit to, like upping your run one-tenth of a  mile whenever you’re out for a jog, or
losing a pound in two weeks. 

 

“Set realistic goals that include clear milestones, and as you progress toward your goal, you’ll find a
ripple effect occurs and things fall into place in your work, home life and health,” says Stacy Fowler, a
personal trainer and life coach in Denver. When you achieve a goal, you may be surprised at how
much your motivation will increase and you’ll want to continue on the fast track to success.

 

Be flexible - When plotting out precisely when you’ll work out, it’s important to go easy on yourself.
Scheduling exercise  time slots three or four times a week is a great way to stay active, but be willing
to mix up your agenda when need be, say, when an unexpected work event pops up or you’re feeling
under the weather. In other words, if something does come up, don’t let that stop you from getting a
workout in at another time.

 

Get a gym buddy - Having someone to work out with is proven to help you stay committed to fitness. 

 

“In my 10 years of experience evaluating what creates long-term health-and-fitness success, the
single most important factor is having a support system,” says Wayne Andersen, MD, cofounder and
medical director of Take Shape for Life, a nationwide health and lifestyle coaching program based in
Owings Mills, Md. Think about it: If you promised your friend or family member that you’d work out
with them at a certain time, you’ll be more likely to follow through than if you didn’t make that promise. 

 

“Psychologically, if you feel like you have a responsibility and commitment toward another person, you
are more likely to follow through on that commitment,” says Michelle P. Maidenberg, PhD, MPH,
clinical director of Westchester Group Works in Harrison, N.Y. Additionally, a study published in
“Psychology of Sport and Exercise” showed that the workout habits of people you know can positively
influence your own. 

Sticking to a fitness plan doesn’t have to be tedious. With these simple exercise-related motivation
boosters, you’ll be back in the swing of things in no time.
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Naples, Florida
Here’s why the edge of the Everglades offers the premier vacation
spot for all

Southwest Florida’s Naples is a city of superlatives. Ranked one of the “20 Best Small Towns in
America” by Smithsonian Magazine, Naples is the destination for beach and nature lovers, the most
top-notch shopping, sophisticated cuisine, and home to world-class performing arts and culture. With
so many different sights to see, food to eat, and beaches to relax on, Naples makes for an idyllic
vacation, no matter who you’re traveling with.

 

LaPlaya Beach & Golf
Resort

Begin your trip with a
well-appointed stay at one of
the city’s superior hotels. A
suggestion: The beachfront
LaPlaya Beach & Golf
Resort will appeal to beach
aficionados, with your hotel
room just steps from
sparkling sands and gulf
waters and luxuries such as
beach butler service, a
beach fire pit, and elegant
dining. Here, guests need
not stray from the property
to relax in the spa or play a
round of golf: The 4,500
square-foot spa and 18-hole
links golf course offer the
perfect escape, sure to
please massage-goers and
golf fanatics alike. Other
top-notch hotels and resorts
include Bellasera Hotel,
Naples Bay Resort, Doubletree Suites by Hilton, and Inn on Fifth, all of which offer amazing views,
unmatched service, and comfortable amenities. 

 

Naples Botanical Garden

Wherever you stay in Naples, rest assured, there’s so much to do that you won’t be in your room for
too long. For lovers of all things gardens and nature, check out the Naples Botanical Garden, where
you’ll get to witness their cultivated tropical gardens and beautifully restored natural habitats. Explore
the seven magnificent gardens, such as the Asian Garden, Brazilian Garden, Caribbean Garden,
Children’s Garden, Florida Garden, Water Garden and The Preserve. If you’re hungry after taking in
the breathtaking garden, dine at the newly opened Fogg Café, boasting an innovative, delicious
garden-to-table menu by Lurçat Catering.







 

Fish the Salt

Another must-do activity in Naples? Fishing! Fish the Salt is a one-stop shop that offers backcountry
light tackle and fly fishing for people of all ages and skill levels. All you need to bring is some sun block
and sunglasses, and owner Tim Daugherty provides the rest — tackles, licenses, live bait and lures,
fishing rods and reels, and a cooler with water and ice. Spend a day relaxing on board a fishing boat,
taking in the beautiful views and ready to reel in the catch of the day.

 

Naples’ wide variety of restaurants

One of the best parts of vacations, however, is dining at restaurants with cuisine that you can’t find at
home. And Naples has tons! Enjoy Cuban food at Rumba Cuban Café, ethnic dishes at Fuse, or the
juiciest burgers and hot dogs you’ve ever had at Brook’s Gourmet.  For those with a sweet tooth,
Naples Chocolate Stroll is a chocolate-lovers’ dream. Sample chocolate cupcakes, cookies, fudge
and other sweet treats while you learn about the history of your favorite dessert and take a stroll along
5th Avenue South. 

 

Not sure where to choose to eat? Naples Food Tasting Tour will take you on a tour where you can
sample some tasty fare from some of Naples best eateries.

Naples is also known for some of the world’s best shopping. For those who prefer to spend a day (or
two) perusing clothing and merchandise shops, the breathtaking outdoor Waterside Shops won’t
disappoint. Also check out the Village on Venetian Bay, boasting more than 45 waterfront shops and
restaurants; Toucan’s World, for those looking for the best fair trade goods; or take a stroll on Third
Street, where boutiques abound with something for everyone.

 

Children’s activities

Traveling with youngsters? Sun-N-Fun Lagoon, Naples’ delightful water park, complete with four
pools, a lazy river, an interactive splashing playground, a variety of water slides, provides fun for the
whole family. Kids and parents alike will also love Naples Extreme Family Fun Spot, which offers
segway tours, bike and boat rentals, kayak and paddleboard rides, and so much more. Even if it’s
rainy in Naples, you can still journey to the Golisano Children’s Museum, where children will have a
blast playing and learning through hands-on exhibits.  

 

The city of Naples truly offers a one-of-a-kind escape for all types of vacation goers. To learn more
about this Florida gem, visit www.naples-florida.com. 
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